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Understanding Code Mobility

Alfonso Fuggetta, Gian Pietro Picco, and Giovanni Vigna
Abstract | The technologies, architectures, and methodologies traditionally used to develop distributed applications
exhibit a variety of limitations and drawbacks when applied
to large scale distributed settings (e.g., the Internet). In
particular, they fail in providing the desired degree of con gurability, scalability, and customizability. To address these
issues, researchers are investigating a variety of innovative
approaches. The most promising and intriguing ones are
those based on the ability of moving code across the nodes
of a network, exploiting the notion of mobile code.
As an emerging research eld, code mobility is generating
a growing body of scienti c literature and industrial developments. Nevertheless, the eld is still characterized by
the lack of a sound and comprehensive body of concepts
and terms. As a consequence, it is rather dicult to understand, assess, and compare the existing approaches. In
turn, this limits our ability to fully exploit them in practice,
and to further promote the research work on mobile code.
Indeed, a signi cant symptom of this situation is the lack
of a commonly accepted and sound de nition of the term
\mobile code" itself.
This paper presents a conceptual framework for understanding code mobility. The framework is centered around
a classi cation that introduces three dimensions: technologies, design paradigms, and applications. The contribution
of the paper is twofold. First, it provides a set of terms
and concepts to understand and compare the approaches
based on the notion of mobile code. Second, it introduces
criteria and guidelines that support the developer in the
identi cation of the classes of applications that can leverage
o of mobile code, in the design of these applications, and,
nally, in the selection of the most appropriate implementation technologies. The presentation of the classi cation is
intertwined with a review of the state of the art in the eld.
Finally, the use of the classi cation is exempli ed in a case
study.
Keywords | Mobile code, mobile agent, distributed application, design paradigm.
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I. Introduction

OMPUTER networks are evolving at a fast pace, and
this evolution proceeds along several lines. The size
of networks is increasing rapidly, and this phenomenon is
not con ned just to the Internet, whose tremendous growth
rate is well-known. Intra- and inter-organization networks
experience an increasing di usion and growth as well, fostered by the availability of cheap hardware and motivated
by the need for uniform, open, and e ective information
channels inside and across the organizations. A side effect of this growth is the signi cant increase of the network trac, which in turn triggers research and industrial e orts to enhance the performance of the communication infrastructure. Network links are constantly improved,
and technological developments lead to increased computaA. Fuggetta and G. Vigna are with Dipartimento di Elettronica
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tional power on both intermediate and end network nodes.
The increase in size and performance of computer networks is both the cause and the e ect of an important
phenomenon: networks are becoming pervasive and ubiquitous. By pervasive, we mean that network connectivity is
no longer an expensive add-on. Rather it is a basic feature
of any computing facility, and, in perspective, also of many
products in the consumer electronics market (e.g., televisions). By ubiquitous, we refer to the ability of exploiting
network connectivity independently of the physical location
of the user. Developments in wireless technology free network nodes from the constraint of being placed at a xed
physical location and enable the advent of so-called mobile
computing. In this new scenario, mobile users can move
together with their hosts across di erent physical locations
and geographical regions, still being connected to the net
through wireless links.
Another important phenomenon is the increasing availability of easy-to-use technologies accessible also to naive
users (e.g., the World Wide Web). These technologies have
triggered the creation of new application domains and even
new markets. This is changing the nature and role of networks, and particularly of the Internet. They cannot be
considered just plain communication technologies. Nowadays, modern computer networks constitute innovative media that support new forms of cooperation and communication among users. Terms like \electronic commerce", or
\Internet phone" are symptomatic of this change.
However, this evolution path is not free of obstacles and
several challenging problems must be addressed. The growing size of networks raises a problem of scalability. Most
results that are signi cant for small networks are often inapplicable when scaled to a world-wide network like the Internet. For instance, while it might be conceivable to apply
a global snapshot algorithm to a LAN, its performance is
unacceptable in an Internet setting. Wireless connectivity
poses even tougher problems [1], [2]. Network nodes may
move and be connected discontinuously, hence the topology of the network is no longer de ned statically. As a
consequence, some of the basic tenets of research on distributed systems are undermined, and we need to adapt
and extend existing theoretical and technological results to
this new scenario. Another relevant issue is the di usion
of network services and applications to very large segments
of our society. This makes it necessary to increase the customizability of services, so that di erent classes of users are
enabled to tailor the functionality and interface of a service
according to their speci c needs and preferences. Finally,
the dynamic nature of both the underlying communication infrastructure and the market requirements demand
increased exibility and extensibility.
There have been many attempts to provide e ective an-
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swers to this multifaceted problem. Most of the proposed
approaches, however, try to adapt well-established models and technologies within the new setting, and usually
take for granted the traditional client-server architecture.
For example, CORBA [3] integrates remote procedure calls
(RPCs) with the object-oriented paradigm. It attempts to
combine the bene ts of the latter in terms of modularity
and reuse, with the well-established communication mechanism of the former. However, this approach does not ensure the degree of exibility, customizability, and recon gurability needed to cope with the challenging requirements
discussed so far.
A di erent approach originates in the promising research
area exploiting the notion of mobile code. Code mobility
can be de ned informally as the capability to dynamically
change the bindings between code fragments and the location where they are executed [4]. The ability to relocate
code is a powerful concept that originated a very interesting
range of developments. However, despite the widespread
interest in mobile code technology and applications, the
eld is still quite immature. A sound terminological and
methodological framework is still missing, and there is not
even a commonly agreed term to qualify the subject of this
research1. In addition, the interest demonstrated by markets and media, due to the fact that mobile code research
is tightly bound to the Internet, has added an extra level
of noise, by introducing hypes and sometimes unjusti ed
expectations. In the next section we present the main differences between mobile code and other related approaches,
and the motivations and main contributions of this paper.
II. Motivations and Approach

Code mobility is not a new concept. In the recent past,
several mechanisms and facilities have been designed and
implemented to move code among the nodes of a network.
Examples are remote batch job submission [5] and the use
of PostScript [6] to control printers. The research work on
distributed operating systems has followed a more structured approach. In that research area, the main problem
is to support the migration of active processes and objects
(along with their state and associated code) at the operating system level [7]. In particular, process migration concerns the transfer of an operating system process from the
machine where it is running to a di erent one. Migration
mechanisms handle the bindings between the process and
its execution environment (e.g., open le descriptors and
environment variables) to allow the process to seamlessly
resume its execution in the remote environment. Process
migration facilities have been introduced at the operating system level to achieve load balancing across network
nodes. Therefore, most of these facilities provide transparent process migration: the programmer has neither control
nor visibility of the migration process. Other systems provide some form of control over the migration process. For
example, in Locus [8] process migration can be triggered
1 Hereafter, we use interchangeably the terms code mobility and
mobile code, although other authors prefer di erent terms such as
mobile computations, mobile object systems, or program mobility.

either by an external signal or by the explicit invocation of
the migrate system call. Object migration makes it possible to move objects among address spaces, implementing a
ner grained mobility with respect to process-level migration. For example, Emerald [9] provides object migration
at any level of granularity ranging from small, atomic data
to complex objects. Emerald does not provide complete
transparency since the programmer can determine objects
locations and may request explicitly the migration of an
object to a particular node. An example of system providing transparent migration is COOL [10], an object-oriented
extension of the Chorus operating system [11]. COOL is
able to move objects among address spaces without user
intervention or knowledge.
Process and object migration address the issues that
arise when code and state are moved among the hosts of
a loosely coupled, small scale distributed system. However, they are insucient when applied in larger scale settings. Nevertheless, the migration techniques discussed so
far have been taken as a starting point for the development
of a new breed of systems providing enhanced forms of code
mobility. These systems, often referred to as Mobile Code
Systems (MCSs), exhibit several innovations with respect
to existing approaches:
Code mobility is exploited on an Internet-scale. Distributed systems providing process or object migration
have been designed having in mind small-scale computer
networks, thus assuming high bandwidth, small predictable
latency, trust, and, often, homogeneity. Conversely, MCSs
are conceived to operate in large scale settings where networks are composed of heterogeneous hosts, managed by
di erent authorities with di erent levels of trust, and connected by links with di erent bandwidths (e.g., wireless
slow connections and fast optical links).
Programming is location aware. Location is a pervasive
abstraction that has a strong in uence on both the design
and the implementation of distributed applications. Mobile
code systems do not paper over the location of application
components, rather, applications are location-aware and
may take actions based on such knowledge.
Mobility is under programmer's control. The programmer is provided with mechanisms and abstractions that enable the shipping and fetching of code fragments (or even
entire components) to/from remote nodes. The underlying
run-time support provides basic functionalities (e.g., data
marshaling, code check-in, and security), but does not have
any control over migration policies.
Mobility is not performed just for load balancing. Process and object migration aim at supporting load balancing
and performance optimization. Mobile code systems address a much wider range of needs and requirements, such
as service customization, dynamic extension of application
functionality, autonomy, fault tolerance, and support for
disconnected operations.
To cope with this variety of requirements and needs, industrial and academic researchers have proposed a number
of MCSs. This lively and sometimes chaotic research activity has generated some confusion about the semantics of
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mobile code concepts and technologies.
A rst problem is the unclear distinction between
implementation technologies, speci c applications, and
paradigms used to design these applications. In an early
and yet valuable assessment of code mobility [12], the authors analyze and compare issues and concepts that belong
to di erent abstraction levels. Similarly, in a recent work
about autonomous objects [13], mechanisms like REV [14]
and RPC [15] are compared to the Echo distributed algorithms [16], to applications like \intelligent e-mail" and
Web browsers, and to paradigms for structuring distributed
applications, like mobile agents. We argue that these different concepts and notions cannot be compared directly.
It is as inappropriate and misleading as trying to compare the emacs editor, the fork UNIX system call, and the
client-server design paradigm.
There is also confusion about terminology. For instance,
several systems [17], [18] claim to be able to move the state
of a component along with its code. This assertion is justi ed by the availability of mechanisms that allow the programmer to pack some portion of the data space of an
executing component before the component's code is sent
to a remote destination. Indeed, this is quite di erent from
the situation where the run-time image of the component
is transferred as a whole, including its execution state (i.e.,
program counter, call stack, and so on). In the former case,
it is the programmer's task to rebuild the execution state
of a component after its migration, using the data transferred with the code. Conversely, in the latter case this
task is carried out by the run-time support of the MCS.
Another terminological confusion stems from the excessive
overload of the term \mobile agent". This term is used with
di erent and somewhat overlapping semantics in both the
distributed systems and arti cial intelligence research communities. In the distributed system community the term
\mobile agent" is used to denote a software component that
is able to move between di erent execution environments.
This de nition has actually di erent interpretations. For
example, while in Telescript [19] an agent is represented
by a thread that can migrate among di erent nodes carrying its execution state, in TACOMA [17] agents are just
code fragments associated with initialization data that can
be shipped to a remote host. They do not have the ability to migrate once they have started their execution. On
the other hand, in the arti cial intelligence community the
term \agent" denotes a software2 component that is able to
achieve a goal by performing actions and reacting to events
in a dynamic environment [20]. The behavior of this component is determined by the knowledge of the relationships
among events, actions, and goals. Moreover, knowledge
can be exchanged with other agents, or increased by some
inferential activity [21]. Although mobility is not the most
characterizing aspect of these entities [22], there is a tendency to blend this notion of intelligent agent with the
one originating from distributed systems and thus assume
implicitly that a mobile agent is also intelligent (and vice
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versa). This is actually generating confusion since there is
a mix of concepts and notions that belong to two di erent
layers, i.e., the layer providing code mobility and the one
exploiting it. Finally, there is no de nition or agreement
about the distinguishing characteristics of languages supporting code mobility. In [23], Knabe lists the essential
characteristics of a mobile code language. They include
support for manipulating, transmitting, receiving, and executing \code-containing objects". However, there is no
discussion about how to manage the state of mobile components. Other contributions [24], [12] consider only the
support for mobility of both code and state, without mentioning weaker forms of code mobility involving code migration alone|as we discuss later on in the paper.
Certainly, confusion and disagreement are typical of a
new and still immature research eld. Nevertheless, research developments are fostered not only by novel ideas,
mechanisms, and systems, but also by a rationalization and
conceptualization e ort that re-elaborates on the raw ideas,
seeking for a common and stable ground on which to base
further endeavors. Research on code mobility is not an exception. The technical concerns raised by performance and
security of MCSs are not the only factors hampering full
acceptance and exploitation of mobile code. A conceptual
framework is needed to foster understanding of the multifaceted mobile code scenario. It will enable researchers
and practitioners to assess and compare di erent solutions
with respect to a common set of reference concepts and
abstractions|and go beyond it. To be e ective, this conceptual framework should also provide valuable information to application developers, actually guiding the evaluation of opportunities for exploitation of code mobility
during the di erent phases of application development.
These considerations provide the rationale for the classi cation presented in this paper. The classi cation introduces abstractions, models, and terms to characterize the
di erent approaches to code mobility proposed so far, highlighting commonalities, di erences, and applicability. The
classi cation is organized along three dimensions that are
of paramount importance during the actual development
process: technologies, design paradigms, and application
domains. Mobile code technologies are the languages and
systems that provide mechanisms enabling and supporting code mobility. Some of these technologies have been
already mentioned and are discussed in greater detail in
the next section. Mobile code technologies are used by the
application developer in the implementation stage. Design
paradigms are the architectural styles that the application
designer uses in de ning the application architecture. An
architectural style identi es a speci c con guration for the
components of the system and their mutual interactions.
Client-server and peer-to-peer are well-known examples of
design paradigms. Application domains are classes of applications that share the same general goal, e.g., distributed
information retrieval or electronic commerce. They play
a role in de ning the application requirements. The expected bene ts of code mobility in a number of application
2 In this paper we ignore the implications of broader notions of agent
domains is the motivating force behind this research eld.
which are not restricted to the software domain.
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Our classi cation will break down in a vertical distinction among these three layers, as well as in an horizontal distinction among the peculiarities of the various approaches found in literature. Section III presents a general
model and a classi cation of the mechanisms provided by
mobile code technologies. The classi cation is then used to
survey and characterize several MCSs. Section IV presents
mobile code design paradigms and discusses their relationships with mobile code technologies. Section V discusses
the advantages of the mobile code approach and presents
some application domains that are supposed to bene t from
the use of some form of code mobility. Finally, in Section VI
we exemplify the use of the classi cation by applying it to a
case study in the network management application domain.
III. Mobile Code Technologies

Mobile code technologies include programming languages and their corresponding run-time supports. At a
rst glance, these technologies provide quite di erent concepts and primitives. For this reason, the rst part of this
section introduces some reference abstractions, and then
seeks out and classi es the di erent mechanisms that allow an application to move code and state across the nodes
of a network. We are concerned here only with the issues
strictly related to mobility. Other aspects of mobile code
technology are indeed relevant, such as security or strategies for translation and execution. On-going work is de ning a similar framework for these aspects as well. In the
second part of the section (Section III-C), the classi cation
of mobility mechanisms is used to characterize the features
provided by several existing MCSs. The classi cation accomodates several technologies found in literature. The set
of technologies considered is not exhaustive, and is constrained by space and by the focus of the paper. However,
the reader may actually verify the soundness of the classication by applying it to other MCSs not considered here,
like the ones described in [25], [26], [27]. Also, the reader
interested in a more detailed analysis of the linguistic problems posed by the introduction of mobility in programming
languages can refer to [28], [29].
A. A Virtual Machine for Code Mobility
Traditional distributed systems can be accommodated in
the virtual machine shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1.
The lowest layer, just upon the hardware, is constituted by
the Core Operating System (COS). The COS can be regarded as the layer providing the basic operating system
functionalities, such as le system, memory management,
and process support. No support for communication or distribution is provided by this layer. Non-transparent communication services are provided by the Network Operating
System (NOS) layer. Applications using NOS services address explicitly the host targeted by communication. For
instance, socket services can be regarded as belonging to
the NOS layer, since a socket must be opened by specifying
explicitly a destination network node. The NOS, at least
conceptually, uses the services provided by the COS, e.g.,
memory management. Network transparency is provided

by the True Distributed System (TDS) layer. A TDS implements a platform where components, located at di erent
sites of a network, are perceived as local. Users of TDS services do not need to be aware of the underlying structure
of the network. When a service is invoked, there is no clue
about the node of the network that will actually provide
the service, and even about the presence of a network at
all. As an example, CORBA [3] services can be regarded
as TDS services since a CORBA programmer is usually unaware of the network topology and always interacts with a
single well-known object broker. At least in principle, the
TDS is built upon the services provided by the underlying
NOS.
Technologies supporting code mobility take a di erent
perspective. The structure of the underlying computer
network is not hidden from the programmer, rather it is
made manifest. In the right-hand side of Figure 1 the TDS
is replaced by Computational Environments (CEs) layered
upon the NOS of each network host. In contrast with the
TDS, the CE retains the \identity" of the host where it
is located. The purpose of the CE is to provide applications with the capability to dynamically relocate their
components on di erent hosts. Hence, it leverages o of
the communication channels managed by the NOS and of
the low-level resource access provided by the COS to handle
the relocation of code, and possibly of state, of the hosted
software components.
We distinguish the components hosted by the CE in executing units (EUs) and resources. Executing units represent sequential ows of computation. Typical examples of
EUs are single-threaded processes or individual threads of
a multi-threaded process. Resources represent entities that
can be shared among multiple EUs, such as a le in a le
system, an object shared by threads in a multi-threaded
object-oriented language, or an operating system variable.
Figure 2 illustrates our modeling of EUs as the composition
of a code segment, which provides the static description for
the behavior of a computation, and a state composed of a
data space and an execution state. The data space is the
set of references to resources that can be accessed by the
EU. As explained later on, these resources are not necessarily co-located with the EU on the same CE. The execution state contains private data that cannot be shared, as
well as control information related to the EU state, such
as the call stack and the instruction pointer. For example,
a Tcl interpreter PX executing a Tcl script X can be regarded as an EU where the code segment is X ; the data
space is composed of variables containing the handles for
les and references to system environment variables used
by PX ; the execution state is composed of the program
counter and the call stack maintained by the interpreter,
along with the other variables of X .
B. Mobility Mechanisms
In conventional systems, each EU is bound to a single CE
for its entire lifetime. Moreover, the binding between the
EU and its code segment is generally static. Even in environments that support dynamic linking, the code linked be-
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Fig. 1. Traditional systems vs. MCSs. Traditional systems, on the left hand side, may provide a TDS layer that hides the distribution
from the programmer. Technologies supporting code mobility, on the right hand side, explicitly represent the location concept, thus the
programmer needs to specify where |i.e., in which CE|a computation has to take place.
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Fig. 2. The internal structure of an executing unit.

longs to the local CE. This is not true for MCSs. In MCSs,
the code segment, the execution state, and the data space
of an EU can be relocated to a di erent CE. In principle,
each of these EU constituents might move independently.
However, we will limit our discussion to the alternatives
adopted by existing systems.
The portion of an EU that needs to be moved is determined by composing orthogonal mechanisms supporting
mobility of code and execution state with mechanisms for
data space management. For this reason, we will analyze
them separately. Figure 3 presents a classi cation of mobility mechanisms.
B.1 Code and Execution State Mobility
Existing MCSs o er two forms of mobility, characterized
by the EU constituents that can be migrated. Strong mobility is the ability of an MCS (called strong MCS) to allow
migration of both the code and the execution state of an EU
to a di erent CE. Weak mobility is the ability of an MCS
(called weak MCS) to allow code transfer across di erent
CEs; code may be accompanied by some initialization data,
but no migration of execution state is involved.
Strong mobility is supported by two mechanisms: migration and remote cloning. The migration mechanism suspends an EU, transmits it to the destination CE, and then
resumes it. Migration can be either proactive or reactive.
In proactive migration, the time and destination for migration are determined autonomously by the migrating EU.
In reactive migration, movement is triggered by a di erent EU that has some kind of relationship with the EU to
be migrated, e.g., an EU acting as a manager of roaming
EUs. The remote cloning mechanism creates a copy of an

EU at a remote CE. Remote cloning di ers from the migration mechanism because the original EU is not detached
from its current CE. As in migration, remote cloning can
be either proactive or reactive.

Mechanisms supporting weak mobility provide the capability to transfer code across CEs and either link it dynamically to a running EU or use it as the code segment for
a new EU. Such mechanisms can be classi ed according
to the direction of code transfer, the nature of the code
being moved, the synchronization involved, and the time
when code is actually executed at the destination site. As
for direction of code transfer, an EU can either fetch the
code to be dynamically linked and/or executed, or ship
such code to another CE. The code can be migrated either
as stand-alone code or as a code fragment. Stand-alone
code is self-contained and will be used to instantiate a new
EU on the destination site. Conversely, a code fragment
must be linked in the context of already running code and
eventually executed. Mechanisms supporting weak mobility can be either synchronous or asynchronous, depending
on whether the EU requesting the transfer suspends or not
until the code is executed. In asynchronous mechanisms,
the actual execution of the code transferred may take place
either in an immediate or deferred fashion. In the rst
case, the code is executed as soon as it is received, while
in a deferred scheme execution is performed only when a
given condition is satis ed|e.g., upon rst invocation of
a portion of the code fragment or as a consequence of an
application event.
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B.2 Data Space Management
Upon migration of an EU to a new CE, its data space,
i.e. the set of bindings to resources accessible by the EU,
must be rearranged. This may involve voiding bindings to
resources, re-establishing new bindings, or even migrating
some resources to the destination CE along with the EU.
The choice depends on the nature of the resources involved,
the type of binding to such resources, as well as on the
requirements posed by the application.
We model resources as a triple Resource = hI; V; T i,
where I is a unique identi er, V is the value of the resource,
and T is its type, which determines the structure of the
information contained in the resource as well as its interface. The type of the resource determines also whether the
resource is transferrable or not transferrable, i.e. whether,
in principle, it can be migrated over the network or not.
For example, a resource of type \stock data" is likely to
be transferrable, while a resource of type \printer" probably is not. Transferrable resource instances can be marked
as free or xed. The former can be migrated to another
CE, while the latter are associated permanently with a CE.
This characteristic is determined according to application
requirements. For instance, even if it might be conceivable to transfer a huge le or an entire database over the
network, this might be undesirable for performance reasons. Similarly, it might be desirable to prevent transfer
of classi ed resources, even independently of performance
considerations.
Resources can be bound to an EU through three forms
of binding, which constrain the data space management
mechanisms that can be exploited upon migration. The
strongest form of binding is by identi er. In this case, the
EU requires that, at any moment, it must be bound to a
given uniquely identi ed resource. Binding by identi er is
exploited when an EU requires to be bound to a resource

that cannot be substituted by some other equivalent resource.
A binding established by value declares that, at any moment, the resource must be compliant with a given type
and its value cannot change as a consequence of migration.
This kind of binding is usually exploited when an EU is
interested in the contents of a resource and wants to be
able to access them locally. In this case, the identity of
the resource is not relevant, rather the migrated resource
must have the same type and value of the one present on
the source CE.
The weakest form of binding is by type. In this case,
the EU requires that, at any moment, the bound resource
is compliant with a given type, no matter what its actual
value or identity are. This kind of binding is exploited
typically to bind resources that are available on every CE,
like system variables, libraries, or network devices. For example, if a roaming EU needs to access the local display
of a machine to interact with the user through a graphical interface, it may exploit a binding with a resource of
type \display". The actual value and identi er of the resource are not relevant, and the resource actually bound is
determined by the current CE. Note that it is possible to
have di erent types of binding to the same resource. In
the example above, suppose that the roaming EU, in addition to interact with the local user through the display,
needs to report progress back to the user that \owns" the
EU. This is accomplished by creating, at startup, a binding by identi er to the display of the owner and a binding
by type to the same resource. As we will explain shortly,
after the rst migration the bindings will be recon gured
so that the binding by identi er will retain its association
with the owner's display, while the binding by type will be
associated with the display on the destination CE.
The above discussion highlights two classes of problems
that must be addressed by data space management mecha-
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nisms upon migration of an EU: resource relocation and
binding recon guration. The way existing mechanisms
tackle these problems is constrained both by the nature
of the resources involved and the forms of binding to such
resources. These relationships are analyzed hereafter and
summarized in Table I.
Let us consider a migrating executing unit U whose data
space contains a binding B to a resource R. A rst general
mechanism, which is independent of the type of binding or
resource is binding removal. In this case, when U migrates,
B is simply discarded. If access to bound resources must
be preserved, di erent mechanisms must be exploited.
If U is bound to R by identi er, two data space management mechanisms are suitable to preserve resource identity. The rst is relocation by move. In this case, R is
transferred, along with U to the destination CE and the
binding is not modi ed (Figure 4a). Clearly, this mechanisms can be exploited only if R is a free transferrable
resource. Otherwise, a network reference mechanism must
be used. In this case, R is not transferred and once U
has reached its target CE, B is modi ed to reference R
in the source CE. Every subsequent attempt of U to access R through B will involve some communication with
the source CE (Figure 4b). The creation of inter-CE bindings is often not desirable because it exposes U to network
problems|e.g., partitioning, or delays|and makes it difcult to manage state consistency since the data space is
actually distributed over the network. On the other hand,
moving away a resource from its CE may cause problems to
other EUs that own bindings to the moved resource. This
latter situation may be managed in di erent ways. A rst
approach is to apply binding removal, i.e., to void bindings
to the resource moved (see top of Figure 4a). Subsequent
attempts to access the resource through such bindings will
rise an exception. A second approach is to retain the bindings to the resource at its new location by means of network
references (see bottom of Figure 4a).
If B is by value and R is transferrable, the most convenient mechanism is data space management by copy because the identity of the resource is not relevant. In this
case, a copy R of R is created, the binding to R is modi ed
to refer to R , and then R is transferred to the destination
CE along with U (see Figure 4c). Management by move
satis es the requirements posed by bindings by value but,
in some cases, may be less convenient. In fact, in this case
R would be removed from the source CE and other EUs
owning bindings to R would have to cope with this event.
If R cannot be transferred, the use of the network reference
mechanisms is the only viable solution, with the drawbacks
described previously.
If U is bound to R by type, the most convenient mechanism is re-binding. In this case B is voided and reestablished after migration of U to another resource R on
the target CE having the same type of R (Figure 4d). Rebinding exploits the fact that the only requirement posed
by the binding is the type of the resource, and avoids
resource transfers or the creation of inter-CE bindings.
Clearly, this mechanism requires that, at the destination
0

0

0

0
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site, a resource of the same type of R exists. Otherwise,
the other mechanisms can be used depending on the type
and characteristics of the resource involved.
The existing MCSs exploit di erent strategies as far as
data space management is concerned. The nature of the
resource and the type of binding is often determined by the
language de nition or implementation, rather than by the
application programmer, thus constraining the mechanisms
exploited. For instance, les are usually considered a xed
unique resource, and migration is usually managed by voiding the corresponding bindings, although les in principle
could be migrated along with an EU. Replicated resources
are often provided as built-in to provide access to system
features in a uniform way across all CEs. The next section
will provide more insights about mobility mechanisms in
existing MCSs.
C. A Survey of Mobile Code Technologies
Currently available technologies di er in the mechanisms
they provide to support mobility. In this section we apply
the classi cation of mobility mechanisms presented so far
to a number of existing MCSs.

C.1 Agent Tcl
Developed at the University of Darthmouth, Agent
Tcl [30] provides a Tcl interpreter extended with support
for strong mobility. In Agent Tcl, an EU (called agent ) is
implemented by a Unix process running the language interpreter. Since EUs run in separate address spaces, they
can share only resources provided by the underlying operating system, like les. Such resources are considered as
not transferrable. The CE abstraction is implemented by
the operating system and the language run-time support.
In Agent Tcl, EUs can jump to another CE, fork a new
EU at a remote CE, or submit some code to a remote CE.
In the rst case, a proactive migration mechanism enables
movement of a whole Tcl interpreter along with its code
and execution state. In the second case, a proactive remote cloning mechanism is implemented. In both cases,
bindings in the data space of a migrating EU are removed.
In the third case, a code shipping mechanism for standalone code is exploited to perform remote execution of a
Tcl script in a newly created EU at the destination CE.
This mechanism is asynchronous and immediate. A copy
of the variables belonging to the execution state of the EU
invoking the submit may be passed as parameters of this
operation in order to migrate these variables together with
the Tcl script.
C.2 Ara
Developed at University of Kaiserslautern, Ara [24]
is a multi-language MCS that supports strong mobility.
Ara EUs, called agents, are managed by a languageindependent system core plus interpreters for the languages
supported|at the time of writing C, C++, and Tcl. The
core and the interpreters constitute the CE, whose services
are made accessible to agents through the place abstraction. Mobility is supported through proactive migration,
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Free Transferrable
By move
(Network reference)
By copy
(By move,
Network reference)
Re-binding
(Network reference,
By copy, By move)

By Identi er
By Value
By Type

Fixed Transferrable
Network reference
By copy
(Network reference)
Re-binding
(Network reference,
By copy)

Fixed Not Transferrable
Network reference
(Network reference)
Re-binding
(Network reference)

TABLE I

Bindings, resources and data space management mechanisms.

(a) By move

(b) Network reference

Before

After

R

Source CE

Before

R

Source CE

After

R

Destination CE

R

Source CE

Source CE

Destination CE

(c) By copy
Before

After

R

Source CE

Before

R

Source CE

After

R

Destination CE

R

Source CE

Source CE

R’

Destination CE

(d) Re-binding
Before

R

Source CE

After

R’

Destination CE

R

Source CE

R’

Destination CE

Fig. 4. Data space management mechanisms. For each mechanism, the con guration of bindings before and after migration of the grayed
EU is shown.

and data space management is simpli ed by the fact that chronous and supports both immediate and deferred exeagents cannot share anything but system resources|whose cution. As for data space management, this takes place
bindings are always removed upon migration.
always by copy, except for special variables called ubiquitous values. They represent resources replicated in each
C.3 Facile
Facile node and are always accessed with bindings by type,
Developed at ECRC in Munich, Facile [31] is a func- exploiting a re-binding mechanism.
tional language that extends the Standard ML language
with primitives for distribution, concurrency, and commu- C.4 Java
nication. The language has been extended further in [23] to
Developed by Sun Microsystems, Java [32] has trigsupport weak mobility. Executing units are implemented gered most of the attention and expectations on code moas threads that run in Facile CEs, called nodes. The chan- bility. The original goal of the language designers was
nel abstraction is used for communication between threads. to provide a portable, clean, easy-to-learn, and generalChannels can be used to communicate any legal value of purpose object-oriented language, which has been subsethe Facile language. In particular, functions may be trans- quently re-targeted by the growth of Internet. The Java
mitted through channels since they are rst-class language compiler translates Java source programs into an interelements. Communication follows the rendez-vous model: mediate, platform-independent language called Java Byte
both the sender and the receiver are blocked until commu- Code. The byte code is interpreted by the Java Virtual
nication takes place. For this reason, mobility mechanisms Machine (JVM)|the CE implementation. Java provides
can be regarded as supporting both code shipping and code a programmable mechanism, the class loader, to retrieve
fetching|depending on whether an EU is a sender or a re- and link dynamically classes in a running JVM. The class
ceiver. In addition, the programmer can specify whether loader is invoked by the JVM run-time when the code curthe function transmitted has to be considered as stand- rently in execution contains an unresolved class name. The
alone code or as a code fragment. When the function has class loader actually retrieves the corresponding class, posbeen transferred, the communication channel is closed, and sibly from a remote host, and then loads the class in the
the receiver EU is free to evaluate the function received or JVM. At this point, the corresponding code is executed. In
defer its evaluation. Therefore, the mechanism is asyn- addition, class downloading and linking may be triggered
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explicitly by the application, independent of the need to
execute the class code. Therefore Java supports weak mobility using mechanisms for fetching code fragments. Such
mechanisms are asynchronous and support both immediate and deferred execution. In both cases, the code loaded
is always executed from scratch and has neither execution
state nor bindings to resources at the remote host|no data
space management is needed.
One of the key success factors of Java is its integration
with World Wide Web technology. Web browsers have been
extended to include a JVM. Java classes called applets can
be downloaded along with HTML pages to allow for active presentation of information and interactive access to
a server. From the viewpoint we took in our classi cation, we regard this as a particular application of mobile
code technology. However, it can be argued also that the
combination of a Web browser and a JVM is so frequent
that it can be regarded as a technology per se, conceived
explicitly for the development of Web applications. From
this perspective, the presence of a JVM is hidden and its
mechanisms are used to provide a higher-level layer where
browsers constitute the CEs and applets are EUs executing
concurrently within them. In this context, the downloading of applets can be regarded as a mechanism provided by
the browser to support fetching of stand-alone code.

sources are always considered transferrable and xed, and
the submitting messenger may copy them in the message
containing the submitted code to make them available at
the destination CE. Therefore, M0 is a weak MCS providing shipping of stand-alone code (whose execution is asynchronous and immediate), and data space management is
by copy.

C.5 Java Aglets
The Java Aglets API (J-AAPI) [33], developed by IBM
Tokyo Research Laboratory in Japan, extends Java with
support for weak mobility. Aglets [34], the EUs, are threads
in a Java interpreter which constitutes the CE. The API
provides the notion of context as an abstraction of the CE.
The context of an aglet provides a set of basic services,
e.g., retrieval of the list of aglets currently contained in
that context or creation of new aglets within the context.
Java Aglets provides two migration primitives: dispatch
is the primitive that performs code shipping of stand-alone
code (the code segment of the aglet) to the context speci ed as parameter. The mechanism is asynchronous and
immediate. The symmetrical primitive retract performs
code fetching of stand-alone code, and is used to force an
aglet to come back to the context where retract is executed, with a synchronous, immediate mechanism. In both
cases, the aglet is re-executed from scratch after migration,
although it retains the value of its object attributes which
are used to provide an initial state for its computation. The
attribute values may contain references to resources, which
are always managed by copy. Finally, being based on Java,
the Aglets API supports Java mechanisms as well.

C.8 Obliq
Developed at DEC, Obliq [40] is an untyped, objectbased, lexically scoped, interpreted language. Obliq allows
for remote execution of procedures by means of execution
engines which implement the CE concept. A thread, the
Obliq EU, can request the execution of a procedure on
a remote execution engine. The code for such procedure
is sent to the destination engine and executed there by a
newly created EU. The sending EU suspends until the execution of the procedure terminates. Thus, Obliq supports
weak mobility using a mechanism for synchronous shipping
of stand-alone code. Obliq objects are transferrable xed
resources, i.e., they are bound for their whole lifetime to
the CE where they are created even if in principle they
could be moved across CEs. When an EU requests the execution of a procedure on a remote CE, the references to
the local objects used by the procedure are automatically
translated into network references.

C.6 M0
Implemented at the University of Geneva, M0 [35] is
a stack-based interpreted language that implements the
concept of messengers. Messengers|representing EUs|
are sequences of instructions that are transmitted among
platforms|representing CEs|and executed unconditionally upon receipt. Messengers [36], in turn, can submit
the code of other messengers to remote platforms. Re-

C.7 Mole
Developed at University of Stuttgart, Mole [37], [38] is
a Java API that supports weak mobility. Mole agents are
Java objects which run as threads of the JVM, which is
abstracted into a place, the Mole CE. A place provides access to the underlying operating system through service
agents which, di erently from user agents, are always stationary. Shipping of stand-alone code is provided with an
asynchronous, immediate mechanism. The code and data
to be sent are determined automatically upon migration
using the notion of island [39]. An island is the transitive
closure over all the objects referenced by the main agent
object. Islands, which are generated automatically starting
from the main agent object, cannot have object references
to the outside; inter-agent references are symbolic and become void upon migration. Hence, data space management
by move is exploited.

C.9 Safe-Tcl
Initially developed by the authors of the Internet MIME
standard, Safe-Tcl [41] is an extension of Tcl [42] conceived
to support active e-mail. In active e-mail, messages may
include code to be executed when the recipient receives or
reads the message. Hence, in Safe-Tcl there are no mobility
or communication mechanisms at the language level|they
must be achieved using some external support, like e-mail.
Rather, mechanisms are provided to protect the recipient's
CE, which is realized following a twin interpreter scheme.
The twin interpreter consists of a trusted interpreter, which
is a full- edged Tcl interpreter, and an untrusted interpreter, whose capabilities have been restricted severely, so
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that one can execute code of uncertain origin without being damaged. The owner of the interpreter may decide to
export procedures which are guaranteed to be safe from the
trusted interpreter to the untrusted one. Presently, most of
the fundamental features of Safe-Tcl have been included in
the latest release of Tcl/Tk, and a plug-in for the Netscape
browser has been developed, allowing Safe-Tcl scripts to
be included in HTML pages [43], much like Java applets.
C.10 Sumatra
Sumatra [44], developed at University of Maryland, is
a Java extension designed expressly to support the implementation of resource-aware mobile programs, i.e. programs which are able to adapt to resource changes by exploiting mobility. Sumatra provides support for strong mobility of Java threads, which are Sumatra EUs. Threads are
executed within execution engines, i.e. dynamically created
interpreters which extend the abstract machine provided
by the JVM with methods that embody proactive migration mechanisms, proactive remote cloning, and shipping of
stand-alone code with synchronous, immediate execution.
Threads or stand-alone code can be migrated separately
from the objects they need. The object-group abstraction
is provided to represent dynamically created object aggregates that determine the unit of mobility as well as the
unit of persistency. Objects belonging to a group must be
explicitly checked in and out, and thread objects cannot be
checked in an object-group. The rationale for the absence
of an automatic mechanism is to give the programmer the
ability to modify dynamically the granularity of the unit of
mobility. Data space management in an object-group is always by move; bindings to migrated objects owned by EUs
in the source CE are transformed into network references.
C.11 TACOMA
In TACOMA [17] (Troms And COrnell Mobile Agents),
the Tcl language is extended to include primitives that
support weak mobility. Executing units, called agents,
are implemented as Unix processes running the Tcl interpreter. The functionality of the CE is implemented by
the Unix operating system plus a dedicated run-time supporting agent check-in and check-out. Code shipping of
stand-alone code is supported by mechanisms providing
both synchronous and asynchronous immediate execution.
Initialization data for the new EU are encapsulated in a
data structure called briefcase, while resources in the CE
are contained in stationary data structures called cabinets.
Upon migration, data space management by copy can be
exploited to provide the new EU with a resource present
within the source CE cabinet. In version 1.2, the system
has been extended to support a number of interpreted languages, namely Python, Scheme, Perl, and C.
C.12 Telescript
Developed by General Magic, Telescript [19] is an objectoriented language conceived for the development of large
distributed applications. Security has been one of the driving factors in the language design, together with a focus

on strong mobility. Telescript employs an intermediate,
portable language called Low Telescript, which is the representation actually transmitted among engines, the Telescript CEs. Engines are in charge of executing agents and
places, that are the Telescript EUs. Agents can move by using the go operation, which implements a proactive migration mechanism. A send operation is also available which
implements proactive remote cloning. Places are stationary
EUs that can contain other EUs. Data space management
is ruled by the ownership concept which associates each
resource with an owner EU. Upon migration, this information is used to determine automatically the set of objects that must be carried along with the EU. Data space
management always exploits management by move for the
migrating EU. Bindings to migrated resources owned by
other EUs in the source site are always removed.
IV. Design Paradigms

Mobile code technologies are only one of the ingredients
needed to build a software system. Software development
is a complex process where a variety of factors must be
taken into account: technology, organization, and methodology. In particular, a very critical issue is the relationship
between technology and methodology. This relationship is
often ignored or misinterpreted. Quite often, researchers
and practitioners tend to believe that a technology inherently induces a methodology. Thus \it is sucient to build
good development tools and ecient languages". This is
particularly evident in a critical phase of software development: software design. The goal of design is the creation of
a software architecture, which can be de ned as the decomposition of a software system in terms of software components and interactions among them [45]. Software architectures with similar characteristics can be represented by architectural styles [46] or design paradigms, which de ne architectural abstractions and reference structures that may
be instantiated into actual software architectures. A design paradigm is not necessarily induced by the technology
used to develop the software system|it is a conceptually
separate entity. This distinction is not merely philosophical: the evolution of programming languages has clearly
emphasized the issue. It is even possible for a modular system to be built using an assembly language, and at the
same time, the adoption of sophisticated languages such
as Modula-2 does not guarantee per se that the developed
system will be really modular. Certainly, speci c features
of a language can be particularly well-suited to guarantee
some program property, but a \good" program is not just
the direct consequence of selecting a \good" language.
Traditional approaches to software design are not sufcient when designing large scale distributed applications
that exploit code mobility and dynamic recon guration of
software components. In these cases, the concepts of location, distribution of components among locations, and
migration of components to di erent locations need to be
taken explicitly into account during the design stage. As
stated in [47], interaction among components residing on
the same host is remarkably di erent from the case where
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components reside on di erent hosts of a computer network in terms of latency, access to memory, partial failure,
and concurrency. Trying to paper over di erences between
local and remote interactions can lead to unexpected performance and reliability problems after the implementation
phase.
It is therefore important to identify reasonable design
paradigms for distributed systems exploiting code mobility3 , and to discuss their relationships with the technology
that can be used to implement them. It is also important to
notice that each of the languages mentioned in the previous
section embodies mechanisms that can be used to implement one or more design paradigms. On the other hand,
the paradigms themselves are independent of a particular
technology, and could even be implemented without using
mobile technology at all, as described in the case study
presented in [49].
A. Basic Concepts
Before introducing design paradigms we present some
basic concepts that are an abstraction of the entities that
constitute a software system, such as les, variable values,
executable code, or processes. In particular, we introduce
three architectural concepts: components, interactions, and
sites.
Components are the constituents of a software architecture. They can be further divided into code components,
that encapsulate the know-how to perform a particular
computation, resource components, that represent data or
devices used during the computation, and computational
components, that are active executors capable to carry out
a computation, as speci ed by a corresponding know-how.
Interactions are events that involve two or more components, e.g., a message exchanged among two computational
components. Sites host components and support the execution of computational components. A site represents the
intuitive notion of location. Interactions among components residing at the same site are considered less expensive
than interactions taking place among components located
in di erent sites. In addition, a computation can be actually carried out only when the know-how describing the
computation, the resources used during the computation,
and the computational component responsible for execution are located at the same site.
Design paradigms are described in terms of interaction
patterns that de ne the relocation of and coordination
among the components needed to perform a service. We
will consider a scenario where a computational component
A, located at site SA needs the results of a service. We
assume the existence of another site SB , which will be involved in the accomplishment of the service.
We identify three main design paradigms exploiting code
mobility: remote evaluation, code on demand, and mobile
agent. These paradigms are characterized by the location
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of components before and after the execution of the service,
by the computational component which is responsible for
execution of code, and by the location where the computation of the service actually takes place (see Table II).
The presentation of the paradigms is based on a
metaphor where two friends|Louise and Christine|
interact and cooperate to make a chocolate cake. In order to make the cake (the results of a service), a recipe is
needed (the know-how about the service), as well as the
ingredients (movable resources), an oven to bake the cake
(a resource that can hardly be moved), and a person to
mix the ingredients following the recipe (a computational
component responsible for the execution of the code). To
prepare the cake (to execute the service) all these elements
must be co-located in the same home (site). In the following, Louise will play the role of component A, i.e., she is
the initiator of the interaction and the one interested in its
nal e ects.
A.1 Client-Server (CS)

Louise would like to have a chocolate cake, but she doesn't know the
recipe, and she does not have at home either the required ingredients
or an oven. Fortunately, she knows that her friend Christine knows
how to make a chocolate cake, and that she has a well supplied kitchen
at her place. Since Christine is usually quite happy to prepare cakes
on request, Louise phones her asking: \Can you make me a chocolate
cake, please?". Christine makes the chocolate cake and delivers it
back to Louise.

The client-server paradigm is well-known and widely used.
In this paradigm, a computational component B (the
server) o ering a set of services is placed at site SB . Resources and know-how needed for service execution are
hosted by site SB as well. The client component A, located at SA , requests the execution of a service with an
interaction with the server component B . As a response,
B performs the requested service by executing the corresponding know-how and accessing the involved resources
co-located with B . In general, the service produces some
sort of result that will be delivered back to the client with
an additional interaction.
A.2 Remote Evaluation (REV)

Louise wants to prepare a chocolate cake. She knows the recipe but
she has at home neither the required ingredients nor an oven. Her
friend Christine has both at her place, yet she doesn't know how to
make a chocolate cake. Louise knows that Christine is happy to try
new recipes, therefore she phones Christine asking: \Can you make
me a chocolate cake? Here is the recipe: take three eggs...". Christine
prepares the chocolate cake following Louise's recipe and delivers it
back to her.
In the REV paradigm4, a component A has the know-how

necessary to perform the service but it lacks the resources
required, which happen to be located at a remote site SB .
Consequently, A sends the service know-how to a computational component B located at the remote site. B , in turn,

4 Hereafter, by \remote evaluation" we will refer to the design
paradigm
presented in this section. Although it has been inspired
3 The reader interested in the original formulation of the paradigms
by work on the REV system [14], they have to be kept de nitely
described here is directed to [4]. A case study centered around a distinct. Our REV is a design paradigm, while the REV system is
formalization of these paradigms using the UNITY notation is also a technology that may be used to actually implement an application
provided in [48].
designed using the REV paradigm.
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Paradigm
Client-Server
Remote
Evaluation
Code on
Demand
Mobile
Agent

SA

Before

A
know-how
A
resource
A
know-how
A

SB

SA

know-how
resource
B
resource
B
know-how
B

A
resource
know-how

resource

|

A

A

After

SB

know-how
resource

B

know-how
resource

B

B
know-how
resource

A

TABLE II

Mobile code paradigms. This table shows the location of the components before and after the service execution. For each
paradigm, the computational component in bold face is the one that executes the code. Components in italics are those
that have been moved.

executes the code using the resources available there. An B. Discussion and Comparison
additional interaction delivers the results back to A.
The mobile code design paradigms introduced in the previous sections de ne a number of abstractions for representA.3 Code on Demand (COD)
ing the bindings among components, locations, and code,
Louise wants to prepare a chocolate cake. She has at home both the and their dynamic recon guration. Our initial experience
required ingredients and an oven, but she lacks the proper recipe. in applying the paradigms [50], [49] suggests that these
However, Louise knows that her friend Christine has the right recipe abstractions are e ective in the design of distributed apand she has already lent it to many friends. So, Louise phones Chris- plications. Furthermore, they are fairly independent of the
tine asking \Can you tell me your chocolate cake recipe?". Christine
tells her the recipe and Louise prepares the chocolate cake at home. particular language or system in which they are eventually
implemented.
In the COD paradigm, component A is already able to acMobile code paradigms model explicitly the concept of
cess the resources it needs, which are co-located with it location. The site abstraction is introduced at the architecat SA . However, no information about how to manipulate tural level in order to take into account the location of the
such resources is available at SA . Thus, A interacts with di erent components. Following this approach, the types
a component B at SB by requesting the service know-how, of interaction between two components is determined by
which is located at SB as well. A second interaction takes both components' code and location. Introducing the conplace when B delivers the know-how to A, that can subse- cept of location makes it possible to model the cost of the
quently execute it.
interaction between components at the design level. In
particular, an interaction between components that share
the same location is considered to have a negligible cost
A.4 Mobile agent (MA)
when compared to an interaction involving communication
Louise wants to prepare a chocolate cake. She has the right recipe through the network.
and ingredients, but she does not have an oven at home. However,
Most well-known paradigms are static with respect to
she knows that her friend Christine has an oven at her place, and
that she is very happy to lend it. So, Louise prepares the chocolate code and location. Once created, components cannot
batter and then goes to Christine's home, where she bakes the cake. change either their location or their code during their lifeIn the MA paradigm, the service know-how is owned by time. Therefore, the types of interaction and its quality
A, which is initially hosted by SA , but some of the re- (local or remote) cannot change. Mobile code paradigms
quired resources are located on SB . Hence, A migrates to overcome these limits by providing component mobility.
SB carrying the know-how and possibly some intermediate By changing their location, components may change dyresults. After it has moved to SB , A completes the ser- namically the quality of interaction, reducing interaction
vice using the resources available there. The mobile agent costs. To this end, the REV and MA paradigms allow
paradigm is di erent from other mobile code paradigms the execution of code on a remote site, encompassing local
since the associated interactions involve the mobility of an interactions with components located there. In addition,
existing computational component. In other words, while the COD paradigm enables computational components to
in REV and COD the focus is on the transfer of code be- retrieve code from other remote components, providing a
tween components, in the mobile agent paradigm a whole exible way to extend dynamically their behavior and the
computational component is moved to a remote site, along types of interaction they support.
with its state, the code it needs, and some resources reFlexibility and dynamicity are useful, but it is not clear
quired to perform the task.
when these paradigms should be used, and how one can
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choose the right paradigm in designing a distributed application. In our opinion there is no paradigm that is the best
in absolute terms. In particular the mobile code paradigms
we described do not necessarily prove to be better suited
for a particular application with respect to the traditional
ones. The choice of the paradigms to exploit must be performed on a case-by-case basis, according to the speci c
type of application and to the particular functionality being
designed within the application. For each case, some parameters that describe the application behavior have to be
chosen, along with some criteria to evaluate the parameters
values. For example, one may want to minimize the number of interactions, the CPU costs or the generated network
trac. In addition, a model of the underlying distributed
system should be adopted to support reasoning about the
criteria. For each paradigm considered, an analysis should
be carried out to determine which paradigm optimizes the
chosen criteria. This phase cannot take into account all the
characteristics and constraints, that probably will be fully
understood only after the detailed design, but it should
provide hints about the most reasonable paradigm to follow in the design. A case study that provides guidelines on
how such analysis can be carried out is given in Section VI.
Once an application has been designed, developers are
faced with the choice of a suitable technology for its implementation. Even if technologies are somewhat orthogonal
with respect to paradigms, some technologies are better
suited to implement application designed according to particular paradigms. For example, one can implement an
application designed following the REV paradigm with a
technology that allows EUs to exchange just messages. In
this case, the programmer has the burden to translate the
code to be shipped to the remote site into the data format
used in message payloads. Moreover, the receiving EU has
to explicitly extract the code and invoke an intepreter in
order to execute it. A mobile code technology providing
mechanisms for code shipping would be more convenient
and would manage marshaling, shipping, and remote interpretation tasks at the system level.
A common case is represented by the use of a weak MCS
that allows for code shipping for implementing applications
designed following the MA paradigm [51]. In this case, the
architectural concept of a moving component must be implemented using a technology that does not preserve the execution state upon migration. Therefore the programmer
has to build explicitly some appropriate data structures
that allows for saving and restoring the execution state of
the component in case of migration. Upon migration, the
EU has to pack such data structures and send them along
with the code to the remote location; then the original EU
terminates. When the new EU is started on the remote
CE to execute the code, it must use explicitly the encoded
representation of the component's state to reconstruct, at
the program level, the component's execution state. If a
strongly mobile technology is used, the component can be
directly mapped into a migrating EU and mobility is reduced to a single instruction. Therefore the programmer
is set free from handling the management of the compo-
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nent's state and can concentrate on the problem to solve.
A case study that analyzes these relationships in detail can
be found in [49].
V. Mobile Code Applications

At the time of writing, applications exploiting code mobility can still be considered as relegated to a niche, at
least if compared to traditional client-server based applications. This is a consequence of the immaturity of
technology|mostly as far as performance and security [52]
are concerned|and of the lack of suitable methodologies
for application development. Nevertheless, the interest in
mobile code is not motivated by the technology per se,
rather by the bene ts that it is supposed to provide by enabling new ways of building distributed applications and
even of creating brand new applications. The advantages
expected from the introduction of mobile code into distributed applications are particularly appealing in some
speci c application domains. This fact has sometimes led
to identifying entire application classes with terms like
\mobile agent systems" or \Internet agents" that refer
more to how the applications are structured rather than
to the functionality they implement. Therefore, in order
to understand mobile code it is important to distinguish
clearly between an application (e.g., a system to control
a remote telescope) and the paradigm used to design it
(e.g., the REV paradigm to identify control modules that
are sent to the remote telescope) or the technology used to
implement it (e.g., Java Aglets).
Hence, the purpose of this section is to provide the reader
both with a grasp on the key bene ts which mobile code is
expected to bring, and with a non-exhaustive review of application domains which are being identi ed by researchers
in the eld as suitable for the exploitation of mobile code.
This completes our conceptual framework and provides the
reader with a path from the problem to the implementation, spanning application, design, and technology issues.
Section VI will show an example of how our framework
can be leveraged o in the network management application domain.
A. Key Bene ts of Mobile Code
A major asset provided by code mobility is that it enables
service customization. In conventional distributed systems
built following a CS paradigm, servers provide an a-priori
xed set of services accessible through a statically de ned
interface. It is often the case that this set of services, or
their interfaces, are not suitable for unforeseen client needs.
A common solution to this problem is to upgrade the server
with new functionality, thus increasing both its complexity
and its size without increasing its exibility. The ability
to request the remote execution of code, by converse, helps
increase server exibility without a ecting permanently the
size or complexity of the server. In this case, in fact, the
server actually provides very simple and low-level services
that seldom need to be changed. These services are then
composed by the client to obtain a customized high-level
functionality that meets the speci c client's needs.
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Mobile code is proving useful in supporting the last
phases of the software development process, namely, deployment and maintenance. Software engineering addressed the problem of minimizing the work needed to extend an application and to keep trace of the changes in a
rational way, by emphasizing design for change and the provision of better development tools. In a distributed setting,
however, the action of installing or rebuilding the application at each site still has to be performed locally and with
human intervention. Some products, notably some Web
browsers, already use some limited form of program downloading to perform automatic upgrade over the Internet.
Mobile code helps in providing more sophisticated automation for the installation process. For instance, a scheme
could be devised where installation actions (that, by their
nature, can usually be automated) are coded in a mobile
program roaming across a set of hosts. There, the program
could analyze the features of the local platform and operate the correct con guration and installation steps. Pushing even further these concepts, let us suppose that a new
functionality is needed by an application, say, a new dialog
box must be shown when a particular button is pushed on
the user interface. In a distributed application designed
with conventional techniques, the new functionality needs
to be introduced by reinstalling or patching the application
at each site. This process could be lenghty and, even worse,
if the functionality is not fundamental for application operativity there is no guarantee that it will be actually used.
In this respect, the ability to request on demand the dynamic linking of the code fragment implementing the new
functionality provides several bene ts. First, all changes
would be centralized in the code server repository, where
the last version is always present and consistent. Moreover,
changes would not be performed proactively by an operator
on each site, rather they could be performed reactively by
the application itself, that would request automatically the
new version of the code to the central repository. Hence,
changes could be propagated in a lazy way, concentrating
the upgrade e ort only where it is really needed.
Mobile code concepts and technology embody also a notion of autonomy of application components. Autonomy is
a useful property for applications that use a heterogeneous
communication infrastructure where the nodes of a network
may be connected by a variety of physical links with di erent performances. These di erences must be taken into account since the design stage. For instance, recent developments in mobile computing evidenced that low-bandwidth
and low-reliable communication channels require new design methodologies for applications in a mobile setting [1],
[2]. In networks where some regions are connected through
wireless links while others are connected through conventional links the design becomes complex. It is important
to cope with frequent disconnections and avoid the generation of trac over the low-bandwidth links as much as
possible. The CS paradigm has a unique alternative to
achieve this objective: to raise the granularity level of the
services o ered by the server. This way, a single interaction
between client and server is sucient to specify a high num-

ber of lower level operations, which are performed locally
on the server without involving communication over the
physical link. Nevertheless, this solution may be impossible to achieve in certain cases given the speci c application
requirements. In any case, it leads to increased complexity
and size, as well as reduced exibility of the server. Code
mobility overcomes these limits because it allows for specifying complex computations that are able to move across
a network. This way, the services that need to be executed
by a server residing in a portion of the network reachable
only through an unreliable and slow link could be described
in a program. This should pass once through the wireless
link and be injected into the reliable network. There, it
could execute autonomously and independently. In particular, it would not need any connection with the node that
sent it, except for the transmission of the nal results of its
computation.
Autonomy of application components brings improved
fault tolerance as a side-e ect. In conventional client-server
systems, the state of the computation is distributed between the client and the server. A client program is made
of statements that are executed in the local environment,
interleaved with statements that invoke remote services on
the server. The server contains (copies of) data that belong
to the environment of the client program, and will eventually return a result that has to be inserted into the same
environment. This structure leads to well-known problems
in presence of partial failures, because it is very dicult
to determine where and how to intervene to reconstruct a
consistent state. The action of migrating code, and possibly sending back the results, is not immune from this
problem. In order to determine whether the code has been
received and avoid duplicates or lost mobile code, an appropriate protocol must be in place. However, the action
of executing code that embodies a set of interactions that
should otherwise take place across the network is actually
immune from partial failure. An autonomous component
encapsulates all the state involving a distributed computation, and can be easily traced, checkpointed, and possibly
recovered locally, without any need for knowledge of the
global state.
Another advantage that comes from the introduction of
code mobility in a distributed application is data management exibility and protocol encapsulation. In conventional systems, when data are exchanged among components belonging to a distributed application, each component owns the code describing the protocol necessary
to interpret the data correctly. However, it is often the
case for the \know-how" related to the data to change frequently or to be determined case by case according to some
external condition|thus making impractical to hard-wire
the corresponding code into the application components.
Code mobility enables more ecient and exible solutions.
For example, if protocols are only seldom modi ed and are
loosely coupled with data, an application may download
the code that implements a particular protocol only when
the data involved in the computation need a protocol unknown to the application. Instead, if protocols are tightly
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coupled with the data they accompany, components could B.3 Advanced Telecommunication Services
exchange messages composed by both the data and the
Support, management, and accounting of advanced
code needed to access and manage such data.
telecommunication services like videoconference, video on
demand, or telemeeting, require a specialized \middleB. Application Domains for Mobile Code
ware" providing mechanisms for dynamic recon guration
and user customization|bene ts provided by code mobilThe following review of application domains for mobile ity. For example, the application components managing
code serves two purposes. First, we want to describe some the setup, signalling, and presentation services for a videoof the domains which are expected to exploit in the near conference could be dispatched to the users by a service
future the bene ts described previously, in order to provide broker. Examples of approaches exploiting code mobility
the reader with an idea of the applicability of the concepts can be found in [54] and [55]. A particular class of advanced
presented so far. Second, we want to point out that some telecommunications services are those supporting mobile
concepts which are often associated tout court with code users. In this case, as discussed earlier, autonomous commobility are not mobile code approaches per se, rather they ponents can provide support for disconnected operations,
are examples of the exploitation of mobile code in a given as discussed in [56].
application domain.
B.4 Remote Device Control and Con guration
B.1 Distributed Information Retrieval
Remote device control applications are aimed at conguring
network of devices and monitoring their staDistributed information retrieval applications gather in- tus. Thisa domain
encompasses several other application
formation matching some speci ed criteria from a set of domains, e.g., industrial
control and network maninformation sources dispersed in the network. The infor- agement. In the classicalprocess
approach,
is achieved
mation sources to be visited can be de ned statically or by polling periodically the resourcemonitoring
state.
Con
guration
determined dynamically during the retrieval process. This is performed using a prede ned set of services. This
apis a wide application domain, encompassing very diverse proach, based on the CS paradigm, can lead to a number
applications. For instance, the information to be retrieved of problems [57]. Code mobility could be used to design
might range from the list of all the publications of a given and implement monitoring components that are co-located
author to the software con guration of hosts in a network. with the devices being monitored and report events that
Code mobility could improve eciency by migrating the
the evolution of the device state. In addition,
code that performs the search process close to the (possi- represent
the
shipment
management components to remote sites
bly huge) information base to be analyzed [53]. This type could improveofboth
and exibility [50], [58].
of application has been often considered \the killer appli- A case study focused performance
on
the
application
of our taxonomy to
cation" motivating a design based on the MA paradigm. the network management application domain
is presented
However, analysis to determine the network trac in some in Section VI.
typical cases evidenced that, according to the parameters
of the application, the CS paradigm sometimes can still be B.5 Work ow Management and Cooperation
the best choice [4].
Work ow management applications support the cooperation
of persons and tools involved in an engineering or
B.2 Active Documents
business process. The work ow de nes which activities
In active documents applications, traditionally passive must be carried out to accomplish a given task as well as
data, like e-mail or Web pages, are enhanced with the ca- how, where, and when these activities involve each party. A
pability of executing programs which are somewhat related way to model this is to represent activities as autonomous
with the document contents, enabling enhanced presenta- entities that, during their evolution, are circulated among
tion and interaction. Code mobility is fundamental for the entities involved in the work ow. Code mobility could
these applications since it enables the embedding of code be used to provide support for mobility of activities that
and state into documents and supports the execution of the encapsulate their de nition and state. For example, a modynamic contents during document fruition. A paradig- bile component could encapsulate a text document that
matic example is represented by an application that uses undergoes several revisions. The component maintains ingraphic forms to compose and submit queries to a remote formation about the document state, the legal operations
database. The interaction with the user is modeled by on its contents, and the next scheduled step in the revision
using the COD paradigm, i.e., the user requests the active process. An application of these concepts can be found
document component to the server and then performs some in [59].
computation using the document as an interface. This type B.6 Active Networks
of application can be easily implemented by using a techThe idea of active networks has been proposed renology that enables fetching of remote code fragments. A
typical choice is a combination of WWW technology and cently [60], [61] as a means to introduce exibility into
networks and provide more powerful mechanisms to \proJava applets.
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gram" the network according to applications' needs. Although some interpret the idea of active networks without
any relation with code mobility [62], most of the approaches
rely on it. They can be classi ed along a spectrum delimited by two extremes represented by the programmable
switch and the capsule approaches [60]. The programmable
switch approach is basically an instantiation of the COD
paradigm, and aims at providing dynamic extensibility of
network devices through dynamic linking of code. On the
other hand, the capsule approach proposes to attach to every packet owing in the network some code describing a
computation that must be performed on packet data, at
each node. Clearly, active networks aim at leveraging o
of the advantages provided by code mobility in terms of deployment and maintenance, customization of services, and
protocol encapsulation. As an example, in this scenario a
multiprotocol router could download on demand the code
needed to handle a packet corresponding to an unknown
protocol, or even receive the protocol together with the
packet. The work described in [63] is an example of an
active network architecture exploiting the COD paradigm.
B.7 Electronic Commerce
Electronic commerce applications enable users to perform business transactions through the network. The application environment is composed of several independent
and possibly competing business entities. A transaction
may involve negotiation with remote entities and may require access to information that is continuously evolving,
e.g., stock exchange quotations. In this context, there is
the need to customize the behavior of the parties involved
in order to match a particular negotiation protocol. Moreover, it is desirable to move application components close to
the information relevant to the transaction. This problems
make mobile code appealing for this kind of applications.
Actually, Telescript [64] was conceived explicitly to support
electronic commerce. For this reason, the term \mobile
agent" is often related with electronic commerce. Another
application of code mobility to electronic commerce can be
found in [65].
VI. A Case Study in Network Management

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the classi cation we presented so far can be used to guide the
software engineer through the design and implementation
phases of the application development process. To this end,
we focus on the typical functionality required to a network
management application, i.e., the polling of management
information from a pool of network devices. Current protocols are based on a centralized client-server paradigm that
exhibits several drawbacks [57], discussed in Section VI-A.
The identi cation and evaluation of alternative solutions
will be discussed in the remainder of this section.
The suggested development process proceeds as follows.
Given an application whose requirements have been already
speci ed, the rst step is to determine if the mobile code
approach is suited to meet the application needs|that is,
whether we have to use code mobility at all. This early

evaluation is performed on the basis of the discussion at
the beginning of Section V. The second step involves identifying the suitable paradigms for the design of the application at hand. This is done informally and qualitatively, as
in the case described in Section VI-B. Then, the tradeo s
among the various paradigms must be analyzed for each
application functionality whose design could involve code
mobility. To achieve this, in Section VI-C we build a model
of the application functionality that enables quantitative
analysis of the tradeo s, along the lines of [4]. Finally,
after the suitable paradigms have been chosen, the technology for implementation has to be selected by examining
the tradeo s highlighted in Section IV, e.g., trading ease
of programming for lightweight implementation. This will
be discussed in Section VI-D.
We chose network management as the application domain for our case study because, although it is often indicated as the ideal testbed for code mobility, e orts in
this direction are still in their early stages [58], [60]. The
results illustrated in the remainder of this section represent the preliminary achievements of on-going work on the
subject [50], [66].
A. The Problem: Decentralizing Network Trac
The world of network management research can be split
roughly in two worlds: management of IP networks, where
the Simple Network Management Protocol [67] proposed by
IETF is the dominant protocol, and management of ISO
networks, based on the Common Management Information
Protocol [68]. Both protocols are based on a CS paradigm
where a network management station|the client|polls information from agents5 |the servers|residing on the network devices. Each agent is in charge of managing a management information base (MIB)6 , a hierarchical base of
information that stores the relevant parameters of the corresponding device. In this setting, all the computation related to management, e.g., statistics, is demanded to the
management station. Polling is performed using very low
level primitives|basically get and set of atomic values in
the MIB. This ne grained CS interaction is often called
micro management, and leads to the generation of intense
trac and computational overload on the management station. This centralized architecture is particularly inecient
during periods of heavy congestion, when management becomes important. In fact, during these periods the management station increases its interactions with the devices
and possibly uploads con guration changes, thus increasing congestion. In turn, congestion, as an abnormal status,
is likely to trigger noti cations to the management station
which worsen network overload. Due to this situation, access to devices in the congested area becomes dicult and
slow.
5 Despite the name, management agents are conventional programs
which cannot move and in general do not exhibit a great deal of
intelligence.
6 MIB is actually the term used for information bases in SNMP only.
CMIP uses the term management information tree (MIT) database
instead. Hereinafter, we will ignore the di erence for the sake of
simplicity.
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These problems have been addressed by IETF and ISO
with modi cations of their management architecture. For
instance, SNMPv2 [69] introduced hierarchical decentralization through the concept of proxy agents. A proxy
agent is responsible for the management of a pool of devices (towards which it acts as a client) on behalf of the
network management station (towards which it acts as a
server). Another protocol derived from SNMP, called Remote MONitoring (RMON) [70], assumes the existence of
stand-alone dedicated devices called probes. Each probe
hosts an agent able to monitor \global" information owing
through links rather than information \local" to a device.
Although these decentralization features improve the situation, experimentation showed that they do not provide
the desired level of decentralization needed to cope with
large networks.
As discussed in Section V, network management applications may overcome some of these limits by taking advantage of the bene ts of the mobile code approach, such as
dynamicity in service deployment and customization, autonomy, and fault tolerance.
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primitives, stores them on the management station, and
invokes their remote evaluation on the appropriate device
whenever needed.
On the other hand, the capability to retain the state
across several hops implicit in an MA design adds a new
dimension to the bene ts achievable through an REV design: autonomy. In the REV paradigm each remote evaluation on a device must be initiated explicitly by the management station. In the MA paradigm, the management
station can exploit the capability of a mobile component
to retain its state and demand to it the retrieval of information from a speci ed pool of devices. Thus, it can delegate to it the decision about when and where to migrate,
according to its current state. Whether this is actually improving trac load is still unclear at this point, because
the state of the mobile component is likely to grow from
hop to hop. This issue will be analyzed later. Nevertheless,
some other advantages which can determine the choice of
the MA paradigm independently of the issue of trac are
worth to be mentioned. For instance, let us consider a scenario where the pool of devices to be managed resides in
a LAN, and assume that the management station is connected to the managed devices by a long-haul link, likely to
be unreliable and slow. In this case the mobile component,
once injected into the LAN, can collect information about
all the managed devices without any need to be connected
with the management station. Even if the state of the mobile component increases during this operation, bandwidth
is assumed to be cheaper within the LAN than on the longhaul link. In addition, mobile components could have the
capability to operate even when network level routing is
disrupted. If the management station does not have network level connectivity with a node to be managed, it can
provide its mobile component with a route calculated from
historical routing information and send it to the rst hop
on the route. Whenever the mobile component resumes execution on an intermediate hop, it tries to reach one of the
next hop towards the target node using its internal route,
until it reaches the target and performs the management
task.
The COD paradigm gives only a partial solution to the
problem, as it provides the capability to extend dynamically the set of services o ered by a device. This is convenient if many identical queries have to be performed on a
device: once the code to perform the SNMP queries locally
is installed, it can be remotely invoked by the management
station. On the other hand, if few di erent queries have to
be performed, COD does not help that much: either a REV
or MA paradigm need to be exploited. In the following, we
will focus our discussion only on these two paradigms.

B. Identifying the Design Paradigms
In this section, we analyze if and how the mobile code
design paradigms described in Section IV can provide a
suitable alternative to the CS paradigm fostered by SNMP,
and thus help in solving the problems depicted above.
The rationale for the management architecture proposed
in SNMP and CMIP, which provides very low-granularity
primitives, is to keep the agents on the devices small and
easily implementable, keeping all the complexity on the
management station. Nevertheless, as we described earlier, this is going to dramatically increase congestion and
decrease performance. For instance, tables are often used
to store information into devices. To search a value in
a table using a CS approach, either the table has to be
transferred to the management station and searched there
for the desired value, or the agent has to be modi ed to
provide a new search service. Neither solution is desirable.
The former leads to bandwidth waste for large tables. The
second increases the size of the agent as a larger number
of routines are implemented|maybe without a substantial
payo if the routines are used only now and then.
The REV paradigm could be used to pack together the
set of SNMP operations describing the search and send
them on the device holding the table for local interaction7 . After execution, only the target value should be
sent back|thus performing semantic compression of data.
Intuitively, this solution is likely to save bandwidth at least
for big tables and small routines. As an aside, this solution
provides a desirable side-e ect: it raises the level of abstraction of the operations available to the network man- C. Evaluating the Design Tradeo s
The previous section has emphasized from an informal
ager. One could envision a scenario where the manager
builds her own management procedures upon lower level and qualitative viewpoint several advantages of mobile
code design paradigms over the traditional CS paradigm.
7 We assume the presence of a run-time support for mobile code
Nevertheless, as we pointed out in Section IV, mobile code
on network devices. This assumption could be considered unrealistic design paradigms are not good per se. Rather their aponly a couple of years ago. Today, some device manufacturers already
plication must be carefully analyzed on a case-by-case baannounced support for Java in the next releases of their systems.
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sis, taking into account traditional paradigms as well. In
this section, we exemplify this concept by comparing formally and quantitatively di erent solutions to the problem
of polling device data with respect to the trac they generate.
The scenario we assume is the following. A network management station retrieves management data from a pool of
devices, e.g., the load on every network interface of each
device. Data retrieval is conceptually a single query on the
device, but is actually implemented by several SNMP instructions. Table III shows a set of parameters needed to
model this scenario. Such parameters de ne an oversimplied model. For instance, CPU time is considered an in nite
resource and, even more important, the network is considered uniform, with no di erence in bandwidth or latency
among the links|a heavy assumption for network management. Finally, in real protocols like TCP the overhead h actually depends on the payload size. Nevertheless, our goal
here is to illustrate some guidelines to evaluate the tradeo s among paradigms: a quantitative comparison among
paradigms, encompassing a precise characterization of network management functionalities and an accurate model of
network protocols, can be found in [66].
A design exploiting the CS paradigm fostered by SNMP
would lead to an overall trac described by the expression

TCS = (2h + i + r)QN:
In fact, due to the SNMP architecture, each of the Q instructions implementing the query has to be sent separately
on each of the N nodes and returns a single result r which is
collected and subsequently elaborated by the management
station.
Exploitation of the REV paradigm assumes that the set
of Q SNMP instructions representing the query are embedded in mobile code sent to each device and executed
remotely. If the management station is interested in all
the results returned by each SNMP instruction (which are
shipped altogether) and we assume a value CREV for the
size of the code sent, the expression for the trac is

TREV = (2h + CREV + rQ)N:
Finally, in a design based on the MA paradigm the code
encapsulating the query can move autonomously among
the network devices retaining its state, which is growing
as long as the mobile component collects information. The
expression for the overall trac, assuming a value CMA for
the size of the mobile component, is then
TMA = (h + CMA )(N + 1) + rQN (2N + 1) :
This analysis shows that the MA paradigm is never convenient, at least as far as overall network trac is concerned. On the other hand, assuming that 2h  CREV ,
REV is more convenient than CS if

CREV < (2h + i)
Q

holds, where variables in the right hand side depend on
the SNMP protocol and those in the left hand side depend
on the particular network con guration and functionality.
The formula above proves the intuition that REV is convenient when a set of SNMP instructions can be \packed"
eciently into mobile code, e.g., by exploiting loops. Nevertheless, the formula gives a quanti cation about when to
use a paradigm rather than the other.
Although overall trac is an important parameter to optimize, we pointed out earlier that one of the key bene ts of
mobile code is that it enables decentralized network management, reducing the load on the management station.
With the CS and REV paradigms, the expression for the
trac around the management workstation coincides with
the expression for the overall trac. Instead, an MA design involves the management station only when the mobile
component is injected into the network and when it comes
back to the station, giving the expression
Mgm
TMA
= 2(h + CMA ) + rQN:
In other words, the trac around the workstation is diminMgm > 0, when
ished, that is T = TCS , TMA
CMA < (2h + i) ;
QN
2
assuming QN  1. Again, this provides quantitative evidence for the fact that improvement of trac increases
with the number of nodes being managed autonomously by
the mobile component and with the number of instructions
that can be packed eciently into the component code.
It is worth noting that small changes in the model can
modify slightly the tradeo . For example, if semantic compression of data is performed, e.g., because the management station is interested only in the maximum among the
Q values retrieved on each the device, the expression for
the trac in the MA case becomes
TMA = (h + CMA )(N + 1) rN (N2 + 1) ;
and can even become linear, that is
TMA = (h + CMA )(N + 1) + rN;
when semantic compression can be performed across all the
devices (e.g., because the management station is interested
in nding the maximum value among all the devices). This
would make MA a candidate even in absence of congestion
around the management station.
The analysis just carried out evidences that, as far as
code mobility is concerned, REV and MA are the design
paradigms one may want to exploit in designing a polling
functionality for a network management application. Nevertheless, if the actual values of the application parameters are in a certain range, it still desirable to use a CS
paradigm. Hence, the choice of the paradigm is constrained
by the actual values for the parameters of the application.
As a nal remark, it should be pointed out that, although network trac is a key parameter in the context
0
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parameter
unit
description
N
node
number of managed network devices
Q
instruction number of SNMP instructions needed
to perform a single device query
i
bit
size of an SNMP instruction
h
bit
message header and other auxiliary data
encapsulating message content
r
bit
average size of the result of an SNMP instruction
TABLE III

Parameters modeling a simple network management data retrieval functionality.

of network management, in other applications it might be
completely irrelevant and other factors may be predominant, e.g., CPU usage. In these cases, the same approach
based on quantitative analysis can be put in place.
D. Choosing the Implementation Technology
In principle, design paradigms and the technology used
for their implementation are orthogonal, as discussed at the
end of Section IV. Nevertheless, we have already pointed
out that this is true only partially, and that an inappropriate technology may put an unnecessary burden on the
programmer|at least as far as code mobility is concerned.
In particular, we showed how a strong MCS is the natural choice for implementing an MA design. Mobility is
reduced to a single instruction, and the migrating EU can
be mapped directly to a roaming component in the higherlevel design. Conversely, a weak MCS constrains the programmer to manage explicitly the execution state, which
degradates programmer productivity, program readability,
and ease of debugging. In the context of our case study,
however, there is an additional drawback. The formulas
we derived in the previous section show how the size of the
transferred code is a key parameter in the expressions of
network trac. Implementing an MA design with a weak
MCS is likely to end up in creating bigger code (because of
the explicit management of execution state), thus reducing
the bene ts potentially achievable.
Nevertheless, the nal choice might be in uenced by
other considerations as well. The analysis described in
the previous section aims at identifying the best paradigm
to design a single functionality within an application. Of
course, an application is composed of several functionalities, each with its own peculiarities that may lead to completely di erent designs. For instance, suppose we want
to implement a network management application that provides, among the others, a rst functionality to determine
the most loaded interface on a given path, a second functionality that determines all the parameters for a given
interface, and a third one that allows the manager to set
a given value in a device's MIB. The analysis carried out
earlier tells us that in the rst case we may want to take
advantage of the opportunity to perform global semantic
compression, and exploit the MA paradigm; in the second, we may want to follow the REV paradigm to save
bandwidth|MA is overshooting. In the third one, CS will
suce.
The choice of the technology used to implement the ap-

plication must take into account not only which is the best
technology to implement a given functionality designed following a certain design paradigm, but also how the technology ts the global application development. For example,
let us suppose that we are faced with the choice between a
strong MCS that does not provide good support for standalone code shipping and a weak MCS that provides it. In
the context depicted above, the rst functionality is likely
to be used less frequently than the others: in this case,
we may want to sacri ce the trac optimization achievable with the strong MCS and use the weak one, to obtain
better support in the key functionalities and keep the uniformity of the development tools.
VII. Conclusions

Mobile code is a promising solution for the design and implementation of large scale distributed applications, since it
overcomes many of the drawbacks of the traditional clientserver approach. However, most research e orts in this
eld have been focused on the development of mobile code
technologies, and little attention has been payed so far to
the formulation of a sound conceptual framework for code
mobility.
In this paper we proposed a conceptual framework structured along three classes of concepts: applications, design
paradigms, and technologies. Applications are the solutions to speci c problems. Paradigms guide the design
of applications. Technologies support application development. We surveyed each of these concepts and pointed
out features, advantages, and disadvantages of existing approaches and proposals. The purpose of the framework presented in this work is to foster progress towards a common
understanding of the issues and contributions in the area
of code mobility. The framework will be a useful guideline
to practitioners, who can use it to exploit the potential of
the di erent mobile code concepts and technologies.
Certainly, the work presented in this paper needs to be
incrementally enriched and revised, taking into account experiences, results, and innovations as they emerge from the
research activity. In particular, we need to improve our
understanding of the properties and weaknesses of the existing design paradigms. We also need to consolidate a
detailed conceptual framework for mobile code languages,
that makes it possible to compare them as we do for traditional programming languages [71]. Another issue is the
development of models enabling formal reasoning and veri cation. Finally, we need to further explore the relatively
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unknown world of applications and problems that can bene- [22] M. Wooldridge and N.R. Jennings, \Intelligent Agents: Theory
and Practice," Knowledge Engineering Review, vol. 10, no. 2,
t from the adoption of technology and methodology based
1995.
on mobile code. Nonetheless, we believe that the concepts [23] June
F.C. Knabe, Language Support for Mobile Agents, Ph.D. thesis,
Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, USA, Dec. 1995, Also
presented in this paper can be instrumental in the creation
available as Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science Techof a mature and comprehensive background for the evolunical Report CMU-CS-95-223 and European Computer Industry
tion and further di usion of mobile code applications and
Centre Technical Report ECRC-95-36.
techniques.
[24] H. Peine and T. Stolpmann, \The Architecture of the Ara PlatAcknowledgments
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